
“EVENT MAD LIBS - example”

Visualisation example only, see following page for spec / flow



In the next

“EVENT MAD LIBS”

Between 
these days

# Day(s) / Week(s) / Month(s) # maxes out at 60
If # >= 12, then months & weeks no longer options

Upon completion of form, we translate the inputs to: 
For this event, we need to find the best time in the 
next X [unit of measure] (from now through [end 
date]

Upon completion of form, we translate the inputs to: 
For this event, we need to find the best time between 
(start date) and (end date)



“AVAILABILITY MAD LIBS example”

Visualisation example only, see following page for spec / flow



Definitely

Usually

Cannot do

Can do

Date picker constrain 
by event mad lib 

Except

Especially

In the 

Before

From… To... 

Early 
morning

Morning Afternoon Evening Late 
evening

.

Expressed as plural Pluralize these choices if multiple dates have been picked

From option forces a “to” time to end of 
day part. To has to be after From and 
From cannot be end of day

30 minute time frames. Assumes “start 
range” to be start of day. Doesn’t allow 
value to be start of day
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Expressed as plural Pluralize these choices if multiple dates have been picked
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